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ABSTRACT

A numerical study of heat transport during in situ vitrification is presented. We simulate
the soil temperature and melting rate, and the calculations agree well with exlx_rimental
data. This is the first in a series of numerical studies, in which we analyze specific aspects
of the vitrification process.
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A PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL STUDY
OF HEAT TRANSPORT DURING IN SITU

• VITRIFICATION OF SOIL

INTRODUCTION

The process of soil vitrificationhas been developed A preliminarynumericalstudyof soil melting is pcr-
to contain the hazardous wastes buried underground, formed. The aim is to use a simplified mathematical
This is achieved by melting the soil using electrical model to simulate the soil temperatureand the melting
resistance heating and allowing it to solidify into a vit- rate. Based on experimental data, the soft temperature
reous, or glassy solid. As a consequence of this treat- reaches a maximum of about 2000°C and the melting
ment, the hazardous wastes are held in the vitrified soil rate is about 2-3 cm per hour.Weconsider a representa-
so that its harmful effect on the environment is tive vitrification process taking60 hours and obtain re-
reduced, suits that agree well with experimental data.

MODEL

We consider a region of soil whose cross--sectional where T(r,z,t) is the temperature, t is the time, 0 is the

geometry is illustrated in Figure 1. The calculation is density, ct, is the heat capacity,k is the thermal conduc-
performed with an axisymmetric coordinate system tivity and Q is the electrical heat sots,. Equation (1)
(r, 0, z) and we obtain a two--dimensionalproblem by is assumed to hold in a square region having sides of
assulning that the temperature is independent of the length/.,=20 m.
0 coordinate. Weassume that there is initially asmall

region, asquare having an area of 1/9m2, in which the For electrical resistance heating, Q is given by
soil is at its melting temperature. The rest of the soil is

initially at ambient temperature, p
Q(T) = _ (2)

As a result of electrical resistance heating, the soil t:,(7")
temperature increases above the melting point. Heat
energy is lost to the air by radiation and convection. At where i is the current density and k_ is the electrical
the other three surfaces of the region, in which two are conductivity.
far from the heat source aiJdone is an axis of symme-
try,we may assm,,e mat there is no heat flux. The current density may be obtained from the solu-

tion of the electrostaticpotential equation. For this pre-
The governing equationof heat conductiona is given liminary numerical study, we have chosen to use a

by simplifiedmathematicalrepresentationof theelectrical
heat some. Inparticular,the current density isassumed

OT 1 O( OT) to have a constant value which is determined from a0 cp Ot r Or r k(T) _ measured average electrical power.Although this is an
unsophisticated approximation, it provides a heat
source model to investigate solutions of Equation (1).

O[ #T'_ This model is not capable of precisely s_ulating an

- _z_k(T) -_z) = Q(T) (1) ISV process, and is limited to numerical studies in
which we examine the dominant physical phenomena
and assess the perfolmance of numerical methods.

Boundary conditions for Equation (1) are

' a. J.P. Holman, Heat Transfer, McGraw-HiU, NY, OT OT #T
1976. "_'r(0'z't) = _r (L'z't) = _z (r'L't) = 0 (3)
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Figure 1. Geometry for anaxisymmetric simulation of the in situ vitrification process.

and Boundary conditions at the liquid-solid interface
are given by

aT

-k ._--z(r,0,t) = h [T(r,O,t) To(r,t)] (4) T(r",z',t) = T,, (6)

where Ta is the ambient air temperature and h is the to- k(T,,) _n, (r%z", t) + k(T,,) (r', z', t)tal heat transfer coefficient given by

h = h, + h, (5) = OLV, (7)

where rm, zmare the coordinates of theliquid-solid in-
where hc and hr are the convective and radiative heat terface, Tm is the melting temperalatre,L is the heat of
transfer coefficients, fusion, nt and ns are unit vectors normal to the interface •



that point into the liquid and solid, and Vs is the melt- r = 2m, in which the maximumtemperature is assumed
ing rate. to be 200°C.

The convective heat transfer coefficient s from a The propertiesof soilb ar¢given by
heated surface to air is given by

0 = 2.2 * l& kg/_ (13a)
k 1

• hb --" "_"0.332 Pr'_ Re_ (8)
cp = 1. * 1G3 ffkg *C (13b)

in which the properties are those of air. The Prandtl
number Pr is given by T,, = 1200°C (13c)

Pr = /_cp (9) L --- 2.4 * l0s j/kg (13d)
k

and the Reynolds number Re is given by _ = 0.94 (13e)

The temperaturedependence of the thermal conduc-
Re = oVt} (10) tivity k and electrical conductivity keare shown inFig-

ures 2 and 3.

where V is the air velocity and t_ is a characteristic The current density is assumed to have a constant
length scale that we set equal to the electrode separa- value which is determined from a measured average
tion. The properties of air are evaluated amthe tempera- electrical power density. Using Equation (2) and eva-
ture which is the average of the soil surface and luating the electrical conductivity at T = Ts and setting
ambient air temperatures. For a soil temperature of Q = 1.3'105 W/m3, which is an experimentally deter-
1200°C, an air temperature of 200°C and an air pres- mined average electrical power density, we obtain t -
sure of 20 atm, with V equal to 10 m per see and t_ 0.36"103 A/m2.
equal to 4 m, we obtain from equations (8)--(10) that hc
is 13W/m2 °C. We obtain the heat source Q by substituting into

Equation (2) the average current density. The tempera-

The radiation heat transfer coefficient hr is given by ture and position dependence of the heat source is
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The position dependence
accounts for the presence of a region of soil that is ini-

h, = a_(T _ + Ir_ (T + lr,) (11) tiallyliquid.

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and 6is The finite element mesh used for the calculation is

the emissivity of soil. For a temperaturedifference 7"- shown inFigure 6. The grid size is small in the region
Taequal to 1000°C, we obtain from Equation (11) that that is initially liquid, in order to calculate accurately
hris250W/m 2 °C, so that radiative heat loss will dom- the sharp transition from melting to ambient
inate convective heat loss. temperature.

The ambient air temperature Ta is given by

b. The properties of soil at high temperature were
1 obtained from Buelt et al, "In-situ Vitrification of

T, (r,t) = -_ T(r,O,t) (12) TransuranicWastes: AnUpdated SystemsEvaluation
and Applications Assessment," Pacific Northwest

for r < 2m, and Ta(r,t)= 0°C for r > 2m. This accounts Laboratory Technical Report, March 1987. There is
for the presence of a containment hood at r = 0 to an uncertaintyin these values, because of the difficul-

tyof making high temperature measurements and the
variability of soil composition. So there is a need to

• devise experiments from which to obtain accurate
a. Holman, Heat Transfer. values of INEL soil properties at high temperature.
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Figure 2. Thermal conductivity vs temperature.
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Figure 3. Electrical conductivity vs t_mpcraturc.
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Figure 4. Power vs temperature (initial liquid region).
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Figure 5. Power vs temperature (initial solid region).



RESULTS

We have simulated heat transgort zmdmelting to a interface. The solidsoil, abouta half meter away from
time of 60 hours, and we show in Figw'e7 filetempera- the interface, is at ambient temperature.
ture contours that correspond to the final time. The
melted soil region has grown to a depth of about 2ni, We have obtained 2.5 cm per hour for the average
and growth is more rapid in the vertical direction thtut melting rate and a maximum temperature of about
the horizontal direction. This occurs lccause there is a 2000°C, and thesevalues agree well with experimental
large heat loss by radiation to the air. Also because of measurements. The ability to simulate heat transport
heat loss, the soil near the ground sl a'face has solidi- and melting is essential for modeling in situ vitrifica-
fled, producing a solid cap above the_liqlfidmelt. The tion, because many phenomena that occur during vitri-
region of high temperature moves downward as the fication a_'e sensitive to temperature changes. This
soil melts, and there is a sharp transition from high to simulation capability will be used to aid in assessing

. low temperature that occurs near the liquid-solid the performance and ._afetyof the process.
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Figure 6. Finite element mesh.; the cross--sectional area is 20 x 20 m.
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Figure 7. Soil temperature at a time of 60 hr.
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